
From the Principal’s desk 
Greetings to all of you! 
We started the academic year with renewed vigour. To our surprise not a single primary class child
cried to come to school! There was excitement everywhere - little ones wanting to find the way to their
classrooms and senior annas and akkas patiently helping them, listening to all their chatter. 
While we contemplated whether we must focus only on academics, we went ahead and announced the
first interhouse competition, the Tamil skit. And lo! Students surprised us with their performance. And
in every programme after that..the standard seemed to improve manifold. The best one was the
cultural programme completely organized by Interact Club to raise money for geriatric care. We were
awestruck by their talent, determination, organization skills, technical skills, etc. We went home that
day with so much happiness and pride. We are convinced that we are grooming them the right way –
educating their minds and hearts as Aristotle said. 
We brought artisans to the campus and had them in action. Students had meaningful interactions with
them. It was heartening to see their curiosity thru’ the questions they posed. Some tried their hands at
the potter’s wheel! 
The “Collaborative Wednesdays” for Class VIII was fun filled and purposeful.  
The Value Education classes for V, VII and IX facilitates development of personal and social values
through some brilliant activities. 
All the events of the school - Grandparents Day, Mom and I, Variety Shows, Market project and Club
Activities to name a few brought out the confidence in students in terms of speaking, acting, singing, 
 dancing, marketing, etc 
Children have perceived the United Nations’ Sustainable Development goals well and are spreading
awareness. I’m sure they will be responsible citizens who make informed decisions in the future. 
The most gratifying experience for me - is a walk starting from the serene Mangala Vinayagar under the
Banyan, past the corridors of the KG classes seeing them sing and dance, up the ramp to the primary
classes where I get questions or a compliment from the children; the gentle breeze and the bird sounds
as I walk to the old block waving to the teachers cycling or playing shuttle; the hurried walk of the
middle school students towards the playground, senior students taking notes or debating in their
classes, sounds of laughter ringing in the corridors, and an occasional chat with a visiting alumna on his
success story. I cannot ask for more, can I? 
Every single day in school is important as children acquire knowledge, skills and values. I request all our
parents to play an active role in the process and stay connected with us. 
I wish you all a very happy vacation and a joyful Deepavali. 

LAKSHMI DARPAN
           Lakshmi School, Madurai 625020  Ph: 9843465255
           Email id: lakshmischool@tvslvs.com

    Confident, Competent and Compassionate Citizens through valuebased quality education. 

 

JUNE TO OCTOBER 2022

Ms.Subashini
Principal. 



                                                           News and Events
June
2rd                         -             Parent Orientation for Classes VII, VIII &IX
3rd                         -             Parent Orientation for Classes IV & V
6th                         -             Parent Orientation for Class I
6th to 8th            -             Parent Orientation for LKG
7th                          -             Career Guidance Programme for Class X
9th                         -             Parent Orientation for UKG
28th                       -             Investiture Ceremony
25th                       -             Parent Orientation for Classes X & XII
                                               Themathurai Tamil MandramProgramme for Classes IV - X
July
15th                       -             Fieldtrip to Thenparankundram Park – Class III
20th & 21st          -             Outward Bound Camp for Classes VIII A, B, C
22nd                      -             Inter house Tamil Skit
28th & 29th         -             Outward Bound Camp for Classes VIII D, E, F
30th                      -             Parent Orientation for Class XI

August
2rd                          -             Fieldtrip to Keezhadi Archeological Site– Class X
3rd                          -             Fieldtrip to Thenparankundram Park – Class I
5th                          -             Fieldtrip to Samanamalai– Class IX
6th                          -             Variety Show – Class V
12th                        -             Interhouse Singing Competition
15th                        -             Independence Day & Sports day
16th                        -             Fieldtrip to Hotel North Gate – LKG
18th                        -             Krishna Jayanthi Celebration 
23rd                        -             Fieldtrip to Forex Factory – Class II
24th& 25th           -             Local Artisan Pottery
 Fieldtrip to Airport– UKG
26th                       -             Prize Giving Ceremony
30th                      -             Vinayagar Chathurthi Celebration 

September
5th                         -             Teachers' Day Celebration           
9th                         -             Inter house English skit
14th                       -             Grandparents' day – LKG
28th                       -             Local Artisan Bamboo Basketry
29th                       -             Inter house Dance Competition
30th                      -             Cultural Fest
               
October
3rd                        -             Term I Exam for Classes IX & X
7th                        -             Term I Exam for Classes XI & XII
10th                     -             Term I Exam for Classes VI - VIII
14th                     -              Market project for Classes IV & V





                                                                                     Exchange programme

Exchange for change is an exchange programme between India and Pakistan conducted by Val Ed initiatives
in collaboration with Learn Academy, Pakistan. Both these organizations took this initiative of bringing
humanity through thoughtful and engaging conversations.

Ten students from different schools were chosen to represent India. I was one of the chosen ten. The same
way ten representatives from Pakistan were chosen and were given a platform to interact.

Here is how the event went on. It was a private zoom call scheduled at 4:30 pm on the 9th of August.
Clad in ethnic attire of the tricolour, my fellow mates from Val ed and I were all excited to meet my peers
from Pakistan. Mr Mayank Solanki, the CEO of Val ed initiatives facilitated the event. As an ice breaker, we
had an online quiz about both the countries, right from the basics like the meaning of our country’s name to
the independence day celebrations etc., It was interesting to know how the media has portrayed both the
countries, the challenges faced by our respective countries and to discuss on and how an ideal future world
would look like. Time just flew by as we shared our personal aspirations and our contributions to the
development of our countries. The Event came to an end as the national anthems of both the countries
were sung.

This was not a dream come true because I never dreamt of getting an opportunity to interact with peers
from Pakistan, A golden opportunity I would say.

This session was truly an eye opener for me because we as a society never looked past the bitterness.
At the end of this event, there was one important message that I learnt - Despite the country-of-origin, race
gender or religion, we are all humans.

So let us learn to embrace different cultures traditions, ideologies and progress towards unity and Humanity.
When I sit back and think, all I cherish is that I have pals from Pakistan just as me, young innocent minds
filled with love, curiosity, dreams, ambitions with hopes of humanity.

I am truly grateful to my school for this humongous opportunity and I thank my teachers, academic
coordinators, and Principal for their constant support and encouragement.

G. Aaradhana IX C



                                                                                                        A dental disquisition

We all like sweets right? But I don't think that we give much importance to the cavity that helps in tasting and
chewing our food. That is right; I'm talking about the oral cavity. Dentists are the people who take care of our Oral
cavity. A whole team of dentists from CSI Dental College paid a visit to our school to talk about it. Dressed as teeth,
the tooth fairy, and Shin Chan, they enlightened our day. They talked about facts, busted myths, and enacted funny
scenes related to teeth, and filled our day with happiness and enthusiasm. We learnt the value of oral hygiene in a
play way method.

                                                                                                                                                                  A.  Delicia Prarthana IV A

                                                                                    A memorable day with mud craft
   

We Lakshmians were fortunate to have artisans in our school campus for two days. (August 24th and 25th)
Yes, we had the potters. They brought their tools, materials and showed us the art of making pottery. They
were so skilled that their talents of making pottery were like a child’s play to them. Children enjoyed
watching them and asked them many questions like how the pottery was made; how they get their resource
and how many days it takes to dry. The potters were patient enough to answer all the questions. Teachers
too enjoyed and tried to make some pots with the guidance of the potters. Hope we get a chance to witness
many more skilled people in the future.
                                
                                                                                                                                        Ms. Vidhya Senthilnaathan
                                                                                                                                                Faculty – Level 3
       

 I felt excited to see the artisans making pottery for the first time and before going there I thought that we
were going to visit a nearby pottery store. But, to my surprise we were near the ‘Little sprouts’ garden!
There came an old man and a woman, who shared information about how to make pots and how to mix the
mud and more. They used mud, a wheel that can make pots and utensils, a string to make designs and water.
First, they mixed the mud with water and then they kept it on the wheel. Then, they told that they will dry it
in the hot sun. I loved it very much.  

We learnt that we should be very careful and very patient to make pots. We also learnt how to mix the mud
before we make pots and how to keep the mud on the wheel. It was very interesting and very creative. I
couldn’t take my eyes off a very beautiful statue that they made. 
  Now, I want to try my hand on all kinds of pots and utensils and all the designs.That’s because I got so
interested after seeing this. 

                                                                                                                                            V. Sanjana IV B

Recently, we had a few potters in our school, who came to demonstrate and show us the making of pottery.
I saw a lady making pots. They had a lot of mud. They made many vessels like big pots, small pots, pots with
designs, bowls etc...It seemed very hard but interesting. They used their hands to shape the clay. They told
it will take one week to dry. We were spell bound to see their hands and fingers working in clay and giving
beautiful shapes. It also gave us an insight about the value of labour and the respect they deserve for their
work. I learnt that we can bring out the best when we do things patiently.
         
                                                                                                                                                A. Jaren Lilian IV A



                                                                              Aadi perukku celebration  

The "Aadi perukku" celebration was unique and our child  was very happy wearing traditional
dresses. She was so eager to meet her friends in the attire. We personally felt that it gives
enlightenment about the tradition of our state, Tamil Nadu from  a very young age. The event of
doing  Pooja and distributing pongal to all the kids gave them a practical insight about the
celebration. We hope this will be useful to explore and gain knowledge about our rich tradition.
We are waiting for unique celebrations like these in her upcoming school journey.
                         
                                                                                                                    Ms. S. Gokilavani
                                                                                                                   (Mother of S. Logasri  LKG A)

                                                                        My day at the Forex factory 

It was a beautiful morning. The assembly was very nice. Then we went for the field trip to the
Forex Factory. We all enjoyed together and were very happy. It was fun being with friends and
teachers. There we saw the making of  bread and rusk. We learnt many new words. The place was
very interesting.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                       Y.Mirudhula II B

The Forex factory was nice. They make bread and rusk. There were many machines. Many workers
work there and it is a  big factory  far away from the city. The travel by bus was a little long. There
were big ovens inside the factory. Our teacher also showed us a nest made by weaver birds which
had fallen from the tree nearby. They distributed rusk to everyone. We all sat with our friends in
the bus. I loved the field trip.
                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                           S.ShreyaMeenu II A 

I am very glad to share my child’s experience about the field trip. Marlin went to ‘Forex Factory’
on 23rd August 2022. She collected lots of information from this field trip. She told us that she
completely enjoyed the trip. Once she reached home, she explained the process of making rusk
and the ingredients they used, with so much excitement. 
She wrote the new words and terms in the notebook with great interest. Finally she said that the
factory they visited was owned by one of her grade mate’s father. She is eagerly waiting
subsequent trips like this. Thank you.

                                                                                                                       Ms.Sophia Margaret 
                                                                                                                     (Mother of B.Marlin IIC )



                                                                            Janmashtami Celebration

As a mother of a young child, I have always found Tejaswini's school and teachers very involved
and nurturing. Every little occasion is a potential festivity ground. The Janmashtami celebration is
still fresh in my memory. The kids got an opportunity to dress up in vibrantly coloured costumes,
jewellery and make-up. It was a change from their routine for them. Kids get to know about their
culture through such celebrations. It introduces them to the idea of working together as a team
and see it bear joyous fruits. Such celebrations also familiarize the young students to a more
aesthetic way of life and living. The child is naturally and systematically honed into a participative
individual of society sooner or later. The best part is that teachers are not judges but co-
participants with students. This blurs artificial barriers of age and position and upholds only one
that matters: LEARNING. I am proud that I chose Lakshmi school as a learning medium for my child.
Many thanks to the teachers, the backbone of the school.

                                                                                                                    Ms. Nikita Mahesh Rajpurohit
                                                                                                      (Mother of Tejaswini Rajpurohit LKG A)

                                                                                    Trip to Keeladi

On the third of August 2022, our school took my friends from class 10 and me on a trip to Keeladi.
The trip’s objective was to learn more about the Tamil Sangam age and the lifestyle of our
ancestors.
The first place we visited was the graveyard of the people who lived in Keeladi. We were guided by
the manager of the Keeladi excavation who explained all the details about the Sangam age and how
the people were buried and what were the ceremonies that had been done for the dead. We got
the chance to go around the site and look at the excavation area.
Next, we travelled for a few minutes and reached the next site where snacks were provided for us,
after which we settled down to know about the things excavated underground. We saw the pots
and pans that were used by the people and then we all got on the bus to go to the museum. The
museum was not fully built but it was a wonderful place.As we entered the museum, we were all
made to sit in a hall and the manager showed us a video of how the museum will look like when it is
fully constructed, then we all went around the museum. By the time we all finished, it was nearly
lunchtime. We boarded the bus and came to school and had our lunch.
It can be concluded that the trip was memorable and our objective of knowing about the Tamil
Sangam age was achieved. We learnt something new and beneficial for us. Overall it was a fun day
which was also very informative.

                                                                                                                                       S.S. RithanyashreeX A

                                                                 Report on Investiture Ceremony

The Investiture Ceremony for the academic year 2022-23 was held on 28.6.22 with great zeal and
enthusiasm. This ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the school consigns in the
newly elected office bearers. The entire student council marched ebulliently and it stirred fervor
within us. Mr. Shiva Prasad IPS graced the occasion with his valuable presence. In his address, he
congratulated the newly appointed student council and also motivated the students to take up
responsibilities. The school choir adorned the event with a motivational performance. Our
Principal Ms. Subhashini administered the oath to the newly elected student council. Our Vice
Principal for the middle level, Ms. Rajalakshmi invoked the blessings of the almighty through a
prayer. The office bearers were conferred with stripes. Sivaghami, the school captain for this
academic year, delivered the vote of thanks and the ceremony concluded with that. Overall, it was
a show of pride and honour.
                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                        J. Steffi Jecintho  XI C



                                                                                                 Teachers Day

Teachers Day is an important occasion for all the educational institutions  as it  honors the hard work and
sacrifice of all the respected teachers. It is a day filled with lots of excitement and celebrations. We
celebrate Teachers’ day on the 5th of September to mark the birthday of our  President Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan
 I would like to start by thanking all my beloved teachers for always guiding us and bestowing us with their
teachings, Moral values and Discipline. Teachers are our supporting pillars who play an important role in
guiding us throughout student life. They give their best to teach us valuable lessons in life and they are
our role models. It is a day full of excitement, activities, and special performances that are organized by
the students, especially for their teachers. Teachers Day is not only celebrated in India but also
celebrated worldwide to appreciate the power of teaching. Teachers are helping us  gain  knowledge
through books for our successful life. You have taught us how to overcome our fears and failures, Gain
self-confidence. 
 I would like to wish all my beloved teachers a very HAPPY TEACHERS DAY

                                                                                                                                     Ms. S. Manjuladevi
                                                                                                                                       (Mother of  S. Raksun  LKG  A )

                                                                                             Club activities

The club activities improve my knowledge and creative thinking. It also provides opportunities for self-
expression, self learning and independent enquiries. During the club activity period, we share ideas and
enjoy learning from each other. Our teachers guide the students at every step. I gained a wonderful
experience during the club activities. These activities keep us engaged in a useful way and also motivate
us to explore more.
 
                                                                                                                                                          P. Jiyaa Shree IV E

Congratulations !

Mrs.Kayalvizhi on the birth of your son
 

Ms.Amali Christi on the birth of your daughter



                                                                                                     Sports day  

    August 15 is special in many ways. The day India finally attained independence is also celebrated by
Lakshmians as the sports day. 2022 was no exception. It was a perfect day, with just the right weather for
some physical activity.  

          Many students were present, with their parents. Our beloved Principal Ms. Subashini addressed the
gathering. The march past took place with the house captains and members paying respect to the Indian
flag and everyone who fought for it. 

          The march past was followed by the mass drill programs of class IV to VIII. The coordination presented
in the mass drills was remarkable, really reflecting the past few days of hard work put forth by both the
students and staff.

          The relays took place next, with all age groups participating, right from class IV. They were a joy to
watch, close races alongside enthusiastic commentary. The day came to an end with the award ceremony.
Relay winners were awarded with medals, followed by individuals who had the best sporting performances
throughout the year. After Aram house won the shield, they were so elated that they crowded near the
captain and took the shield near their flag to celebrate.  

          Aram house may have emerged victorious that day, but everyone rejoiced the success of the event.
We may be divided in many ways, but we come together united in this very special day to honor our
forefathers who made independent India possible. Unity in Diversity.

                                                                                                                                                       N. Nagarjun Ram IX D

                                                                                              Reaching the Regionals

I was excited when I heard that I was selected for the Regional Basketball tournament to be held at Vikasa
School in Thoothukudi.My teammates and I were raring to go.

We started our trip on the 8th of July around 12:45 pm and reached around 3:00 pm. We had three
matches in total and were looking forward to it. Even though we won the first match, we were feeling quite
down in the dumps, seeing our competitors, but Robert Sir our school trainer told us that sportsmanship is
all about being positive and giving our best. Unfortunately, during the third day of our trip, I woke up to a
swollen hand and was taken to the  hospital .Thankfully the  scan showed nothing abnormal. I returned to
the court,  but felt bad for not being able to play.I was the teams  cheer leader and applauded and
encouraged  them.

 Our final match was against Shishya - Chennai ,we lost it  We were crest fallen  as we slipped to the   4th
rank and felt  gloomy.   Eventually we cheered up  as sports is  winning and losing and a good sportsman
thinks of a match lost as an experience and not a setback. We had a great time on our journey back home.

All said and done I was proud to represent our school, proud to be a Lakshmian! 

                                                                                                                                       Immanuel Jude Samuel VIII A

                                                                                        Class 3 - Food Festival (12/9/22)

We all know that “Good food is medicine”. Food brings people together like it did on our food festival. I
enjoyed the day with the “Lemon Juice” we prepared. Mint leaves and ginger made the juice very tasty. I
learnt how to make lemon juice and we all enjoyed sharing it.
                                                                                                                                                                               Krithik Arul III D



                                                                           ASISC Literary Events - Quiz Program 

It was a nice Wednesday, however the weather was tentative in the chilly night. It seemed to rain down,
but then by god's grace we boarded the train here in Madurai for Chennai without any problem. It was
my first experience traveling in a train without my parents.

After the journey in the midnight train we arrived in Chennai at six in the brisk morning of Thursday. We
then headed to the villa where rooms were already booked for us. We refreshed there, had breakfast,
and then headed to Vaels International School. On the way to the school we entered a narrow street,
where we advanced slowly without any damage to the vehicle. And then we finally reached the school.
 
We almost reached on time, though a little late. We participated in the inauguration function. The quiz
master was a person from Bengaluru, Mr. Vinay Mudaliar. The first round was a written round. It was the
prelims. It was a difficult round. We answered somehow. Then, after the first round, we had a break with
mango juice and samosa. 

After some time, the quiz master came again and announced the finalists for each category. We thought
we would enter the final round, but we did not. It was no disappointment because we have learnt many
new things, and knew next time  we could do better. “Success does not come at the very first step.” Then
the final round took place, all the other participants including us were seated as the audience. 

We observed the program keenly. The quiz master also said, “If none of the people participating in the
final round give the answer, then the question will be asked to the audience.” We were excited about
this. We gave a few answers. The program was then over. We received our participation certificates.
 
We had lunch provided by the host school. Soon we returned to the villa, refreshed ourselves and went
to a nearby beach, which was at a walkable distance. We enjoyed there too. Then we returned from
there, got all our luggage packed in with our stuff. We had our dinner in a restaurant near the railway
station. We boarded our train.
 
We played chess matches inside the train till it was time for bed. Then when time was up, we got
ourselves into bed. We arrived in Madurai early in the morning. Everyones’ parents were waiting there at
the station, including my father. Then I came home, got ready in a hurry, and got to school. “Every day is
a fresh start.”

                                                                                                                                                          N. Sri Ram Kumar VIII D

                                                                               Story - “The competition”

Once upon a time there lived a boy named Ram. Every day he went to school. He learned many things in
school. One day he had a singing competition in school. He was going to participate in the competition.
He prepared very well for the competition. When the competition day came he slept till 9:00 am. When
his mother woke him, he saw the time and quickly got ready. He went to school very late. The
competition was over when he reached school. So he lost the prize.

MORAL- We should always be punctual.
                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                      Ma. ShreeRiya II 



                                            My experience of meeting an award - winning, overseas writer 

The constant feeling of not belonging anywhere, the feeling when you have nowhere to call home, that’s
exactly what writer Deepak Unnikrishnan has written about in his book, “Temporary People”. Deepak
Unnikrishnan is a writer from Abu Dhabi. His book, Temporary People, won the' Restless Books Prize for
New Immigrant Writing', the Hindu Prize, and the Moore Prize. His words linger in the mind long after
having read them, making it impossible to turn away from the horror, the misery in the lives of people
who live thousands of miles away.

A few students from our school had the golden opportunity to meet and attend a session by Mr. Deepak
in American College on 24/08/22. Mr. Deepak spoke about how luck was a major factor that helped him
get where he was and how his father winning a lottery in the duty free proves just the same. He spoke
about how the image of ‘Non-Residential Indians’ (NRIs) has been stereotyped to be a rich Indian with a
foreign accent and a lot of money returning to India is a myth and there are a lot of Indians who suffer on
foreign lands just so that they can support and provide for their families. Guest workers of the United
Arab Emirates embody multiple worlds and identities and long for home. Mr. Deepak’s award-winning
book serves as an enchanting, unparalleled anthem of displacement and repatriation.

He answered a lot of questions from the students and also appreciated us for asking intelligent queries.
He gave pointers on how to start writing and how to organise ideas into words. When I asked him about
how he is able to revisit his painful memories while writing them in the form of a book, he spoke about
how humour was his coping mechanism that helps him cope with the bitter-sweet memories of his past.
His talk was a great inspiration to budding writers and he guided with writing and publishing tips of his
own. I hope to attend such sessions in the future to expand my horizons.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                                                                                                              Meenakshi A Unnithan XII A



                                                                                  Krishna Jeyanthi Celebration 

It was a lovely Thursday and Adithi had a celebration at school. To seek the blessings of Lord Krishna,
Krishna Jeyanthi was celebrated in Lakshmi school on 18th August. Krishna Jeyanthi is a popularly
celebrated festival in India. It marks the birth of Lord Krishna. 

To celebrate this special occasion the kids dressed up beautifully as Krishna and Radha, with broad
smiles on their faces. The classroom was beautifully decorated and there was a chariot for Lord
Krishna adorned with strings of flowers, carrying an idol of Lord Krishna in it.

The kids coloured their own crowns made with chart and a feather printout made so innovatively by
their teachers.
The celebration that followed looked really exciting. The kids understood the importance of the festival
in a fun way and they were very united in all their activities for the day. 

The teachers sent us pics which had all the radhas standing around Lord Krishna and his chariot and in
a similar way all the Krishnas posed with the Lord in his chariot.

The kids also picked out their own Krishna or Radha counterparts and posed togeth
er for a lovely picture. It was a great experience for all the kids to make friends, bond together and
spend the day happily with their teachers.

One whole day all the kids were Lord Krishna and Radha themselves and this gave such a positive vibe
to all the parents who had a great time dressing up their kids.

Last but not the least a big hatsoff to all the teachers who put in a lot of effort to make this occasion a
very exciting and a fun filled day for all the little ones. They made sure the kids cherished and always
remembered this special day. It was truly a memorable occasion for all of us. I really want to thank our
school for taking the initiative to celebrate all festivals and making the children understand its value
and importance. It is both exciting and educational for the little kids. I feel this is really important for
them to grow up as compassionate human beings with acceptance and tolerance in their life . 

                                                                                                                                                               Ms. N. Gayathrii
                                                                                                                                      (Mother of Adithi Manoj LKG A)



                                                                                A Dream comes true

The Interhouse skit competition was held on 9.9.22 at the MPH. An annual event which students enjoy
due to its variety.

 We had an audition for the English skit competition a month before the event. I belong to Aram house
and I didn’t audition as I thought I was not good at acting, but one of my former teachers asked me if I
was interested in auditioning. I told her I was not good at acting but somehow she managed to
convince me to audition And I did, I thought I wouldn’t be selected, to my surprise!  was!!  

I started feeling confident about myself. I practised everyday with my teachers helping me. The final
day came. There was a lot of pressure on me especially as I played an important role. The day arrived
with me messing up things, I had forgotten to bring the right costume. I was really sad and mad at
myself. But thanks to my teacher I got another costume, so with confidence I walked up to the stage
and did my part. The applause our skit received made me swell with pride. I was really happy that I did
the part of the thief…. Again, After the show ended I wasn’t exactly the happiest person there as I
thought all the other houses did better than us, fortunately I had my friends and teachers to
encourage me. All the four houses had done a great job.

Two days passed. I was a little nervous and excited to hear the results, when they announced the
results I was about to jump to Mars out of happiness, Aram house had won and they had even
announced that I was the best actor.!!!

I realized that hardwork and perseverance takes us to the right destination.
                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                          R. Alexia Mellitona  VIII A

                                                                             Independence Day

We proudly celebrate Independence Day on the 15th of August. Independence day marks the sacrifice
of our great leaders. Every year our school celebrates Independence Day. Owing to the pandemic we
had to host it virtually. This was the first time after the pandemic that we got to celebrate it in our
school so, we were quite excited .In order to showcase the best, we had to practice before the final
event and the practice was tiring. After lots and lots of practice came the Independence Day. The
Independence Day began by hoisting the national flag, followed by the national anthem that we sang
proudly, then the marchpast begun. The Independence Day arose the patriotic feeling in us. We were
eagerly waiting for our turn as we wanted to display our talent. Our event was a successful one, all the
practice time was worth it in the end. Sports event conducted in our school makes Independence Day
even more memorable and when it was time for relay, we all were cheering our respective houses. I'm
pretty sure it motivated the participants to achieve more. Then, the moment arrived that we all were
waiting for “the results”. Our fingers were crossed as we all wanted our respective teams to win. The
results were finally declared and this time it was Aram house who won the shield, we were in cloud
nine. We were running all over the place and then we were awarded with the shield that was the most
memorable moment of the day. This Independence Day was so lively and it is a day that I would always
cherish.

                                                                                                                                           A. Ainsley  Snowlin VIII A           



                                                                 Virtue : “HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY”

Honesty is a great virtue and is considered to be the holistic quality of a person. 
An honest man is always honoured. On the other hand, a dishonest man no matter how successful he
is in life is always disrespected. He has to live his life in fear as any time his dishonesty may be
exposed and whatever he has earned in his life may be lost. 
                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                    P. Mansi III C

                                                                  Visit to Samanar Hills

It was a gloomy overcast day, the sun buried beneath the clouds. The perfect weather for a field trip.
My entire grade had been bugging all the teachers to take us on a field trip since we had missed out
on all this due to pandemic. We desperately needed a break from academics to chill and have some
good time with our friends. We were all on cloud nine when we found out that our teachers are
planning for a field trip. Finally, the most awaited day had come, we boarded the bus around 9a.m
and had the time of our lives throughout the ride. We were greeted with a picturesque view from
above the hill where the Jain caves were located. These caves were the places Jain monks preached
and stayed around the 6th century. These caves hold a great historical and cultural significance,
they are proof that Jainism once flourished in South India. After visiting these caves we made our
way back to the ground where we had lunch. Then we got back to school, glad of the day,  spent well.
 
                                                                                                                                                       S. Kriti Jain IX B

                                                                ASISC Regional Football Tournament

For as long as I remember football has been a part of my life in some way. I played my first match
representing my club and now I played for my school. My team and I assembled near the dining hall
for snacks. After snacks, we got on the bus and started our travel to Yercaud, Salem where the match
took place. After 5 hours of travel, we reached The Residency. After our breakfast the next morning,
we went to the Montfort school for the tournament. Our first match was with St. Patricks School.
Other schools warned us that we couldn’t even touch the ball, but we won the match 2-0. The
weather got worse and the matchday ended. The next day, we played against the home team,
Montfort. The first half was on our side since we were leading 1-0. In the second half, Monfort did
many attacks but our defence made sure that they couldn’t score a goal. We scored another goal and
sealed the match 2-0. We played the semi-finals against St.Judes and lost 3-0. We had the bronze
medal but lost the match 1-0. Three players from our school are selected for the nationals, and I am
one of them. This tournament was a memorable one. It taught us that we need to be consistent and
practise more even when we are good players.

                                                                                                                                                       M. Ellil Maran VIII D



                                                                        Teachers' Day Celebration 

Weeks of planning. The brainstorming and vetoing. All our hard work came to fruition in a
spectacle of gratitude on September 5th. Props in our bags and hearts in our throats, we came to
school early, the student council already in an organisational frenzy. Teachers of all levels filed
into the MPH, and the teacher’s day celebration began in a saccharine manner with everyone
being served brownies made by students. A duo performed an enchanting fusion dance, and
students delivered speeches acknowledging and thanking the efforts of the teachers who lead us.
Appreciatory songs were sung by an ensemble of talented singers. We played a video collage of
our school alumni addressing the teachers, telling them how they missed them and how they had
come so far thanks to them. Then started the much anticipated game show. The Price is Right
operated as such: the prices of the items displayed on screen would have to be guessed by the
teams of teachers. The prices of common household items like a packet of Maggi were deduced
easily, but there were a few tricky ones, like the cost of the James Webb telescope (1,000 crores
USD!). We stood as volunteers, to make sure some of the more mischievous teachers didn’t do
some looking up on their phones. Unfortunately, the second game had to be abandoned due to
time constraints. We rushed back on stage. I grinned at my friend as our trio stepped into the
lights, and sang two cult classics. A group expressed our gratitude towards the audience in the
form of a hand mime show. Every ending is a sweet beginning. Our Principals cut the special cake
to end the ceremony, and I can’t be without mentioning that I was being fed cake by Shanthi
Mohan ma’am!.When the programme ended, we walked away with improved management skills
and a deeper appreciation of the weight carried by these undervalued heroes.  

                                                                                                                                                   M. Manasa XI A

                                                                             Racquet Success

The day arrived, the date of the match July 19,2022. I was very anxious as I  was playing the
nationals for the first time. 

“When you are steps away from victory, your footwork makes the difference” the tag line of Yonex
constantly rung in my ears during thiscrucial point in my career... my National Badminton Ranking. 
It was fun meeting people from various walks of life, with diverse dialects chiming in time to time.
A whole new experience away from my monotonous routine. The point when months of rigorous
training comes down to just two matches.

From trickles of sweat racing each other on my face to the sudden adrenaline gush whilst the
curious, anxious eyes of the spectators fixed on me in the limelight. The pressure of the game was
setting in, wrapping me in the excitement yet nervousness of the match. After diligent footwork
on the court and arms up in the air,my partner and I embraced the feeling of victory.

I was ecstatic and not long after our coach and friends joined in our celebration. No less was the
gaiety when shared with my school Principal and teachers miles away, to celebrate my seamless
joy!

What a victory to cherish! Many more to come...

                                                                                                                          Mridine Ramakrishnan VIII A



                                                                        The Inter House English Skit

The Inter house English skit is one of the competitions that we all look forward to every year and
September9, 2022 was finally the day for the Inter house English skit 2022. Thriller is not a recent
invention, it probably goes back to the dawn of storytelling. Ultimately, a great thriller is a roller
coaster ride. The theme for this year was “To catch the culprit . " All the four houses were
determined to win and had put their hearts and souls to bring out the best. Everyone came up with
suitable scripts, auditioned for the budding actors, practiced hard and even made their own props
and beautiful backdrops for their skits.

On the Final day, first we had Arivu house who served a scientific twist to thriller with their self
written skit - "Rejuvenate" followed by Anbu house who enacted the modified version of R. K.
Narayanan's “An Astrologer's Day”, and then we had Arul house who staged a skit on how an
ordinary school boy turned into a hero . The play was titled  “The Hero". Last but not the least we
had Aram house who presented a skit based on a play called "Sham" which is a 1920 one act stage
play by Frank G. Tompkins.

Then we had our judges. T. Lakshmi mam, S. P. Shanthi mam and Linda mam who shared their
valuable feedback followed by our senior Principal ShanthiMohan mam who appreciated all the
four houses wholeheartedly for their wonderful performances . Summing up, the Inter house
English skit turned out to be a huge success . The results were announced the following Monday
and we had Aram house coming first followed by Anbu, Arul and Arivu .

                                                                                                                                    Ar. K. Alamutheivaanai XI - B

                                                               75th Independence Day Celebrations

It was the 15th of August 2022, the 75th Independence Day of India, the day on which, finally, after
weeks of practice under the hot sun, we would be carrying out our display and March past, relays
and torch bearing.

We, the students who were selected for the national teams, were to bear the torch. I represented
the throw ball team, as the ‘Best Throw ball Player’ and our senior, Samskritha, as the overall 
 captain.

The torch was first taken by the Carrom national player, then handed over to the badminton
national teamplayers, it was next passed onto us, the throw ball national players. We handed it over
to the cricket team, it was then passed on to the taekwondo team, then to the table tennis and
chess teams respectively.

 I felt really proud of myself, for being selected for the nationals. My fellow team-mates and torch
bearers were equally proud and happy. 

The 75th Independence Day celebrations in Lakshmi School was a grandeur. I loved my experience
as a torch bearer. The March-past teams showcased discipline and focus of students. The other
displays were colourful, creative and a real treat to the eyes.

Jaihind!

                                                                                                                                                   A. S. Rakshana VIII C



                                                                      Unfaded Memories Of Nagasarbesh

“To live in the hearts of those we love is never to die”-These words ring in my ears as we mourn the loss of
our darling Nagasarbesh.

I remember him fondly as one of my students in the  first batch of online classes during covid. It was a
difficult phase for everyone and  infact very challenging to get connected to kids. A group of 42. My first
home visit was to Nagasarbesh’s house, virtually. Wow! It's still evergreen in my heart.

 “Are you my Selva ma’am?" was the first question he asked me and then our conversation went on. I kept
repeating his name Sarbesh. At a point he told me "Ma'am, please don’t call me Nagasarbesh”. I asked “Why?”
“I am Nagasarbesh IAS”, he replied. Infact I was taken aback by his reply and as I recall now, tears stream
down my eyes. I still remember he always joined the online sessions earlier than the other students. I used to
ask him “How come dear you are here before all your friends?”. The reply from him was “Ma’am, you told us
that the value of our school is  to be on time”, he understood the value of punctuality, though he couldn't use
the term. 

Nagasarbesh, I have strong memories of you and can’t believe you’re gone. I remember our virtual field day
and grandparent’s day, it was a remarkable performance by you and your mom dear. It was a pleasure to
interact with you during our virtual sessions and how you felt disappointed when you couldn’t participate in
Gita Chanting competition. The love and respect which you showered on me still lingers in my mind. My heart
goes out for your mother and father and of course your best friend  Mrinalika who still misses you.

 We will always cherish the beautiful memories of you. We are blessed beyond words to have had you as a
part of our lives. 
Gone too soon, but always present at the bottom of our heart .

May you be in a place where no pain touches you and you sing and dance with the angels. 
Though Naga's family is still grappling with his loss, the almighty has blessed them with a Prince. 
May the memory of your loved one give you strength in the days that lie ahead.

                                                                                                                                               Ms. K. A. Selvalakshmi 
                                                                                                                                                     Faculty – Level I

                                                                                           A treasure snatched too soon! 

Nagasarbesh my first child was a gift by the almighty to us, He had the habit of influencing people through
his charming and smiling ways. Even at this very young age he empathised and showed compassion for
people around him.

While he was undergoing a lot of physical pain and mental trauma he didn’t want to trouble others or get
help for his daily routine. During his last stage he exhibited so much courage and resilience that we were all
puzzled at his strength of mind. His bonding with his mother was so strong that their thoughts were alike. He
didn't want pity or tears from others. He aspired to become an IAS officer and dreamed about it every
second in his life, Unfortunately his dreams were just dreams. Even though he has gone faraway, we think of
him every second .He is a part of us now and a beacon of hope for our future.

                                                                                                                                  S.Nagendrakumar (Father of Nagasarbesh)
                                                                                                                                 R.Umamaheswari (Mother of Nagasarbesh)



                                                           Collaborative Wednesday - A Day to Remember!

All these years when we think of school days, what is embedded in our mind’s eye is heavy bags loaded
with books, routine classes and lot of reading and writing. Well! Lakshmi School’s Wednesday goes
against this very norm. The only studying we do is in the first two classes where all the sections get
together as a common class  to learn one subject. Our classrooms are forgotten on this day, as we spend
most of our time outside. The third and fourth session is just the beginning of the fun that follows on
that day. A friendly game rouses the competitiveness hidden in us, as we give it all our might to win our
friends. Then as our tired selves float towards MPH for another valuable lesson – all we can think of is -
“What is it in store for us today?”. The rest of the day is the most fun. We get separated into five groups –
QC, Research, Literary Arts, Computer and Collaborative Art and work on the task assigned. I am in QC
and working with my team gives me immense pleasure. The bell rings to drift us to our favorite classes
on our chosen extracurricular activities. The last session for the day is quite interesting as we all don our
creative hats and work on a project given to us – the last one being ‘My Dream School’. Before we know
it, the day comes to an end. This Wednesday Fun day is an entire new dimension to our learning and it is
a much needed break from our routine days. I am sure all of us here will remember this day as a precious
memory of our school days. Thank You.

                                                                                                                                            V.Jaisri VIII F



                                                                                  Value Education

Value education is one of the new initiatives started by our school this year with the collaboration of
Val-Ed Saksham for grades-5, 7 &9.This programme intends to help the students acquire valuable
knowledge, build stronger and healthier character in sync with the times we live in.

   In this period, the students are introduced to the meaning and importance of values, life skills,
social and emotional learning, character building and wellbeing. Based on this, they do activities,
watch meaningful short videos, debate, listen and ponder on the stories narrated which emphasize
the need to imbibe values like integrity, positive mindset, gratitude, honesty etc.

    The students of class-7 are now in the process of transforming their learning to action with their
projects. They organize funds for charity with their hard earned money which they earn by making
and selling their art and craft items and doing simple chores at home. Some of them help the
students of grade-1 practise good handwriting. They also maintain and organize the school library
system. Some students create their short video on bullying and another group works on the
compilation of a book on physical health and mental well-being.

    Now, the students have started exploring the real purpose of their life to lead a purposeful life of
content and happiness.

Value education is indeed a valuable education.

                                                                                                                                                                Ms. P. Sakila 
                                                                                                                                                          Faculty – Level IV
  

  As responsible citizens of this society, we need to inculcate good moral values in us. Our school
understands the importance of values and started an interesting activity filled program for class IX.
Every Thursday, I rush to the Value Education period for a new story or an activity. Each and every
activity or a story would have a moral value inside it. These activities are really interesting and it
helps us to come together in teams and do the activity. Last week, my team and I did a poster on
‘Global Citizen’. Our value education teacher is Siva Ramya mam and she shows beautiful
presentations and videos instilled with values. She also helps us to share our thoughts and views of
certain values and helps us in giving us ways to follow them. All my classmates and I believe that
Value Education is a really good opportunity for us to be a respectful and  virtuous person. Thank
You.
                                                         
                                                                                                                                               A. Ramasamy IX A

Value education is a really enjoyable co curricular activity. Nowadays a lot of speeches, books and
videos are overflowing with values. However, rarely do we pay attention to it. But, the same value is
caught by us , when a teacher engrosses us with different strategies. It is only when we accept and
analyse the message do we follow it. That takes a while but once it’s done there are no obstacles
ahead. To be particular, I like the value of integrity the most .Integrity is being honest even when
nobody is watching. I feel that this value is what we all lack and need to practice it the most. I am
really happy that we have healthy interactions and discussions on our value system and it promotes
a peaceful living with those around us.

Our Value Education classes are interesting. We eagerly wait for it every week.

                                                                                                                                            T. Armaan Ahamed VII D



                                                                               World of Words (WoW)

     I feel that being a Reading Ambassador of WoW is worth a million pounds! But, is it really difficult to
make people read? Yes, it is. People prefer to watch television rather than reading a book. So, we
planned a few catchy ideas like setting up a mini library in the classes, organizing debates, reading
marathons and so on to bring back the spirit and joy of reading. It really made wonders and  like hot
cakes, the books were picked up quickly by our friends and the spirit was revived. Our team has made a
miracle by creating an interest to read in everyone’s mind. I feel that our project has passed out with
flying colours. I always will cherish my days as a Reading Ambassador and our common goal of making
reading as essential as breathing.   

Let us read, motivate others to read and spread the fragrance of reading everywhere!

                                                                                                                                                   A. Anusha   V B
                                                                               A trip to remember forever

We are gifted  again with a wonderful school time after 2 years of pandemic, but we could not digest the
fact that we have missed  talents day, annual day, intramurals, cross country and especially outward
bound camp This  feeling of sadness changed one day when we received a circular about the camp. It
made us jump with  joy. To make this camp special than the previous years, we were taken to a new
place. It was the most idyllic place - Kumily. We crazily started preparing for the camp
On July 21 we entered the school with great excitement and thrill, unlike any other day. The instructions
were given, luggage was loaded, students seated and the journey began. 

It was an awesome journey as we crisscrossed the plains and the lush green mountains to Gods own
country! It was fun playing, singing and having a whale of a time with my friends. We reached Kumily
after 4 hours of travel and then walked to the resort. We were alloted rooms, 4 or 5 students occupied a
room. We freshened up, had a hot and tasty lunch and began to move on yet another journey around the
moorland.

At first we visited Rose Park. The moment we entered the park, we realised that it is a place of adventure.
We swung like monkeys on the rope hanging from the tree house, waded through the water,
experimented with all the games that were available there. After an hour or two of fun and frolic, we
entered the canteen and realised that we were hungry and started attacking the items we had ordered.
Our next destination was a martial arts show right in the midst of this hill town.
We felt that the place was like a low budget circus and looked weird. We thought that the show was going
to be boring, but we had to eat our words as the performers stunned us on stage. All their stunts and
movements made us shiver. The show brought us to the edge of the seat. We were having goosebumps at
the end of the show. 

By the time we reached the resort the campfire was ready. The fire was lit, songs were played and the
most exciting part started. We danced, we sang, acted, imitated and had so much fun. That was an
evergreen night in our lives. At last we had our dinner and went to sleep in our respective rooms. 
Next day morning was very cold but we enjoyed it. We took pictures with our class, played games. had a
sumptuous breakfast with a hot cup of chaya.. .The only disappointment was we couldn’t trek because of
the rains in the night.

We loaded our luggage for the return journey not just with clothes but with millions of memories. We
reached school after a few hours of travel with a little regret.
We are thankful to get back such a memorable time with our friends! Nostalgic memories!

                                                                                                                                          Siva Hari Balan VIII- B



                                                                                               Cheers for Charity! 

The School’s Interact club had planned to raise funds through a cultural fest by our senior students (
comprising music, drama and dance performances) in order to provide geriatric care for the

underprivileged senior citizens and make their lives more comfortable.
 We, the members of the Interact Club created an agenda for the cultural Fest which we named as ‘Cheers
for Charity’. We prepared a checklist with all the necessities and arrangements, and assigned roles and
responsibilities. The pricing of the tickets was decided by our school management. We drafted a message
and invitation for the parents and students of classes IV to XII explaining the details of the programme and
encouraging the parents to buy the tickets for a noble cause. Each member took the responsibility of
collecting money and issuing tickets. For the food stalls, students prepared brownies at home and made
jaggery lemonade in the school’s home science lab.

The 'Cheers for Charity' cultural event was held on September 30 from 5 to 6.30 pm at the Multipurpose
Hall, Lakshmi School. Parents and students came in large numbers to witness the cultural fest .The show

was a tremendous success. All the programmes were spectacular. All participants --be it the actors of the
Tamil and English skits or the colourful dancers or the versatile music band had put their heart and soul

into the programmes and ensured that each moment of the show was a treat to the audience. The interact
club members had worked with diligence, dedication and sincerity and it was a great feeling of satisfaction

to see that we achieved the target that we had aimed for.
 We believe that each rupee collected from the event will make a huge difference in the lives of the

underprivileged.
                                          

                                                                                                                                              G. Bharath Kumar XI B
 

Crown of Glory
 Never say never because limits, like fears,
are often just an illusion!
                             -Michael Jordan.
                                                                                                                                        
K. Gopika of class VI  ,  Eesha Ramesh class
XII and A. Donniya of class VIII  battled
fierce competition with tremendous grit
and determination to win crucial deciders
in their respective categories of Carrom ,
Shooting, Table tennis  at the CISCE
Nationals. With these victories, they have
qualified for the prestigious national
sporting event conducted by the SGFI
(Sports and Games federation of India) to
be held in the month of December. We
wish our champions good luck to win more
laurels and scale new heights.



Nurtured and Treasured  @ LAKSHMI 

B.Tharun Teja 
VIII-C

















Here is a list of our school’s budding stars who have qualified for the ASISC
Nationals in the field of Sports / Art
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